The Online Dictionary Matching with Gaps Problem (DMG), is the following. Preprocess a dictionary D of d gapped patterns P 1 , . . . , P d such that given a query online text T presented one character at a time, each time a character arrives we must report the subset of patterns that have a match ending at this character. A gapped pattern P i is of the form P i,1 {α i , β i }P i,2 , where P i,1 , P i,2 ∈ Σ * and {α i , β i } matches any substring with length between α i and β i . Finding efficient solutions for DMG has proven to be a difficult algorithmic challenge. Little progress has been made on this problem and to date, no truly efficient solutions are known. In this paper, we give a new DMG algorithm and provide compelling evidence that no substantially faster algorithm exists, based on the Integer3SUM conjecture.
Introduction
Pattern matching problems are at the heart of many important applications, from web searching to computational biology to problems in cybersecurity. In this paper we study what is apparently a mild generalization of the classical substring pattern matching problem that has nonetheless resisted many researcher's attempts at finding a definitive efficient solution. A Gapped Pattern P is one of the form P 1 {α 1 , β 1 } P 2 {α 2 , β 2 } . . . {α k , β k } P k+1 , where each subpattern P j ∈ Σ * , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, is a string, and {α j , β j } matches any substring of length between α j and β j . The gapped pattern matching problem arose over 20 years ago in computational biology applications [1, 2] and has been revisited many times in the intervening years (e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] ). We have seen renewed interest in the problem since it found applications to a critical modern problem-cyber security. Network intrusion detection systems perform protocol analysis, content searching and content matching, in order to detect harmful software. Such malware may appear non-contiguously, scattered across several packets, which necessitates pattern matching with gapped patterns. The complexity of the problem stems from the fact that the set of d patterns to be detected, called a dictionary, could be quite large.
Dictionary matching is well studied; see, e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . We are concerned with dictionary matching with gaps, defined formally as follows.
Definition 1. The Dictionary Matching with Gaps Problem (DMG), is:
Input: A text T of length n over alphabet Σ, a dictionary D of d gapped patterns P 1 , . . . , P d over alphabet Σ. Output: All locations in T where a pattern P i ∈ D, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, ends.
In the offline DMG problem T and D are presented all at once. We study the more practical online DMG problem. The dictionary D can be preprocessed in advance, resulting in a data structure. Given this data structure, the text T is presented one character at a time, and when a character arrives we must report the subset of patterns that have a match ending at this character. There are three costs of interest: a preprocessing cost, a cost per character, and a cost per match reported.
Previous Work. Finding efficient solutions for DMG has proven to be a difficult algorithmic challenge as, unfortunately, little progress has been obtained on this problem even though many researchers in the pattern matching community and the industry have tackled it.
Haapasalo et al. [15] give an online algorithm that reports at most one occurrence for each pattern at each text position in time O(n·SUF +occ·P REF ), where n is the size of the text, SUF (respectively, P REF ) is the maximal number of suffixes (respectively, prefixes) of a keyword in the dictionary that are also keywords. However, these SUF , P REF parameters can be rather large. Moreover, in many applications it is necessary to report all patterns appearances [16] , as required in the DMG definition.
Amir et al. [17] studied the DMG problem, where every pattern P i of the dictionary has a single gap, that is, every pattern is of the form P i,1 {α, β}P i,2 . They suggested two offline algorithms requiring O(n(β − α) log log d log 2 |D| + occ) or O(n(β − α) + occ) query time, where occ is the number of patterns found, with preprocessing time of O(d log d + |D|) or O(d 2 + |D|), respectively. Notice that both solutions have the multiplicative factor of β − α in the time complexity, which might be huge. Moreover, it is not clear how their ideas can be applied to the online case, which is what is needed in most applications.
3SUM Hardness. Data structure lower bounds can be proved unconditionally, or conditionally, based on the conjectured hardness of some problem. One of the most popular conjectures for conditional lower bounds is that the 3SUM problem (given n real numbers, determine if any three sum to zero) cannot be solved in truly subquadratic time. Even if the inputs are integers in the range [−n 3 , n 3 ] (the Integer3SUM problem), the problem is still conjectured to be insoluble in truly subquadratic time. See [18, 19, 20, 21] and the references therein.
Our Results. The DMG problem has several natural parameters, e.g., n, d, and the magnitude of the gaps {α j , β j }. We establish almost sharp upper and lower bounds showing that the true complexity of DMG actually depends on a "hidden" parameter that is a function of the structure of the gapped patterns. The dictionary D can be represented as a graph G having some degeneracy δ(G). (This is defined in Section 2.) Roughly speaking, we prove that any online DMG algorithm with low preprocessing and reporting costs must spend Ω(δ(G) 1−o(1) ) per character, assuming the 3SUM conjecture. Moreover, we give several new online DMG algorithms whose dependence on δ(G) is linear. Thus, inasmuch as the upper and lower bounds are almost tight, graph degeneracy seems to capture the intrinsic complexity of the problem well. On the other hand, the lower bound simply says that the aggregate time spent by the algorithm-preprocessing D, scanning T , and reporting the output-is at least some threshold, so we can rephrase the lower bound to be in terms of other parameters. For example, in the DMG problem with uniform gaps {α, β}, we prove that the per character cost of scanning T must be Ω((β − α) 1−o (1) ).
The statement of our most general algorithmic result is actually a bit more complicated as it depends on other parameters of the input, namely the magnitude of the gaps and lspc, the longest suffix/prefix chain in the dictionary, i.e., the longest sequence of dictionary subpatterns such that each is a suffix (prefix) of the next. While the parameter lspc may seem odd at first, and could theoretically be very large, in practice it is very small [16] . However, the complexity of the DMG problem already emerges when all patterns are of the form a{0, ∞}b, i.e., two characters separated by an arbitrary gap, so lspc = 1. This simplified online DMG problem is equivalent to the following Induced Subgraph problem. Preprocess a directed graph G = (V, E) such that given a sequence (v 0 , v 1 , . . .) of vertices online, one can report after v i all edges (v j , v i ) ∈ E with j < i. In Section 2 we show that with O(|E|) preprocessing and O(1) time per output, each vertex can be processed in O(δ(G)) time. The Induced Subgraph with an arbitrary gap {α, β} is handled in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we prove that with comparable preprocessing and output times, any Induced Subgraph data structure must spend Ω(δ(G) 1−o(1) ) time per vertex, which implies analogous lower bounds on the DMG problem.
The DMG problem is a natural extension of the Induced Subgraph problem where nodes correspond to subpatterns. There are several difficulties that arise in the general DMG problem. Since subpatterns can be suffixes of each other, multiple vertices can arrive simultaneously in the corresponding Induced Subgraph problem, up to lspc of them. The challenge is to avoid blowing up the processing time by a factor of Θ(lspc). The second difficulty is in dealing with the gaps. When all patterns have the same gap parameters {α, β} we must delay "seeing" a subpattern until α characters after it is detected then "forget" that it was seen β − α characters later. This is done in Section 3. Scheduling when to forget subpatterns becomes significantly more challenging when each pattern has unique gap parameters {α j , β j }.
When the pattern graph has very high degeneracy (density) and lspc is large, it is possible to obtain more efficient bounds that depend linearly on √ lspc. In Section 4 we solve this variant of the problem by introducing a number of new techniques. Most notably, we reduce one of the subproblems to dynamic orthogonal 4-sided range reporting in 2D [22] .
The Induced Subgraph Problem
An Upper Bound via Graph Orientations. For our upper bound we make use of graph orientations, where the goal is to orient the edges of the graph while providing some application specific guarantee on the out-degrees of the vertices. Formally, an orientation of an undirected graph G = (V, E) is called a c-orientation if every vertex has out-degree at most c ≥ 1.
The notion of graph degeneracy is closely related to graph orientations [23] . The degeneracy of an undirected graph G = (V, E) is defined as
where d G U is the degree of u in the subgraph of G induced by U. In words, the degeneracy of G is the maximum minimum degree of any subgraph of G. It is straightforward to see that for a graph G with m edges we have δ(G) = O( √ m), and there are graphs (such as a clique) for which δ(G) = Ω( √ m). There is a simple linear time greedy algorithm by Chiba and Nishizeki [24] that assigns a δ(G)-orientation of G.
We make use of graph orientations for solving the Induced Subgraph problem as follows. First, we view a c-orientation as assigning one endpoint of every edge as "responsible" for all data transfers occurring on that edge depending on the direction of the edge in the orientation. This is in contrast to the actual direction of the edge in the input graph G. To emphasize this distinction we use the following terminology. Let edge e = (u, v) be oriented from u to v. Notice that e could be either directed from u to v or from v to u. We say that u is responsible for e, and that e is assigned to u. Furthermore, u is a responsibleneighbor of v and v is an assigned-neighbor of u. Notice that in a c-orientation the number of assigned-neighbors of any vertex is at most c while the number of responsible-neighbors could be much larger than c.
The Algorithm. We will assume without loss of generality that G is a bipartite graph, since otherwise we can create two copies of the vertices which will be L and R, and for every edge (u, v) ∈ E we create an edge in the bipartite graph from u L to v R where u L is the copy of u in L and v R is the copy of v in R. Furthermore, in the query list each vertex that arrives is replaced by its two copies, first the copy from R and then the copy from L. This ordering guarantees that a loop is not mistakenly reported the first time its vertex arrives. We will refer to L and R as the left and right vertices respectively. Notice that the degeneracy of G is unchanged, up to constant factors, due to this reduction.
We preprocess G using the greedy algorithm of Chiba and Nishizeki [24] obtaining a corientation with c = δ(G). Each vertex in R maintains a reporting list which is a linked list containing its responsible-neighbors which have already appeared during the current query.
During query time, when a vertex u ∈ R arrives then its reporting list already contains all of its responsible-neighbors from L that have appeared, which all correspond to (some of the) edges that need to be reported. So reporting each such edge takes constant time. The other edges that need to be reported are all assigned to u, so scanning all of the edges that are assigned to u in O(δ(G)) time suffices for listing all such edges. When a vertex u ∈ L arrives then u scans all of its assigned-neighbors so that they can add u to their reporting lists. This also takes O(δ(G)) time. Thus, we have proven Theorem 1. 
Uniformly Bounded Edge Occurrences
Here we add a restriction to the Induced Subgraph problem with two positive integer parameters α and β so that an edge (v j , v i ) will only be reported if α ≤ i − j ≤ β. In the corresponding interpretation of DMG where each subpattern has only one character, the additional constraint means that each gap can only correspond to a substring of length at least α and at most β. We emphasize that in the conversion to a bipartite graph the bounds become 2α and 2β. The time window between β time units ago and α time units ago is called the active window.
When a vertex v i arrives there are two possible variations of output that we may be interested in. In the first variation, called the no-multiplicity version, we only require to output an edge (u, v i ) once, even if u appears many times in the active window. In the second variation, called the multiplicity version, we require each such appearance to be reported separately. In the (unbounded) Induced Subgraph problem from Section 2, we considered the no-multiplicity version, since it is not clear how to solve a multiplicity version without using a lot of space. In the bounded scenario here we will consider the multiplicity case, and mention that it is possible to solve the no-multiplicity case as well with slightly less space. Thus, in our scenario with multiplicity, each reporting list contains the multiple occurrences of all the appropriate vertices that appeared in the active window. Notice that this inflicts an additional space usage of O(δ(G) · (β − α)) words. Now, there are two main challenges to be addressed. The first is that the arrival of a vertex from R should be treated immediately, while the treatment of the arrival of a vertex from L should be delayed by α time units. Secondly, we require an algorithmic mechanism for "forgetting" the arrival of a vertex after β time units. These challenges are addressed by maintaining a list of the last β vertices that have arrived during query time. The process for treating v i is altered as follows. 
3SUM: A Conditional Lower Bound
We now prove that conditioned on the Integer3SUM conjecture, the algorithm of Theorem 1 is optimal, up to sub-polynomial factors. We first make use of the following Theorem, which was proven by Kopelowitz et.al. in [20] .
). For any constant 0 ≤ γ < 1 and φ > 0, let A be an algorithm for the set intersection problem with Θ( √ n 1+φ+γ ) sets from a universe U of size Θ(n 1+φ−γ ), where each set contains at most 3n 1−γ elements, there are t = Θ(n 1+γ ) pairs of subsets whose set intersection need to be reported, and the total size of the set intersections of these t pairs is expected to be O(n 2−φ ). If A runs in expected O(n 2−Ω(1) ) time, then Integer3SUM can be solved in expected O(n 2−Ω(1) ) time. 
Proof. We partition the time cost of a query process into two components t q + op · t r where op is the size of output. This will allow us to investigate the dependence of the cost of the query process that does not depend on the output size.
We reduce the set intersection problem from Theorem 3 to the Induced Subgraph problem as follows. The set of vertices is comprised of two copies of the set of subsets which we call A and B. There are m = O(n 1+γ ) edges, one for each set intersection query we are interested in. Specifically, for a set intersection query between sets a ∈ A and b ∈ B we create a directed edge (a, b). We preprocess the graph to support Induced Subgraph queries in t p = m = O(n 1+γ ) time.
For every c ∈ U we create a query list that is comprised of all of the subsets that contain c, where first we list the subsets from A and only then the subsets from B. Denote this query list by L c . Notice that
). We then input L c to the algorithm for solving the Induced Subgraph problem. Each edge reported corresponds to a non-empty set intersection that contains c. We then repeat this process for each of the O(n 1+φ−γ ) elements in U so that each edge that is reported corresponds to an element in the output of a non empty set intersection and each edge that is never reported corresponds to an empty set intersection.
The total cost for solving the set intersection problem is t p time for the preprocessing of the graph, and another O( c∈U (|L c | · t q + output c · t r )) time for processing the elements in U where output c is the number of edges listed as part of processing c. Notice that c∈U output c is exactly the summation of the sizes of all set intersections which is at most O(n 2−φ ). Therefore, the total cost is O(t p + n 3−γ+φ 2 · t q + n 2−φ · t r ) time. Denote the average degree of G by ∆. Notice that δ(G) is trivially at least ∆; consider removing vertices with degree less than ∆ until no such vertices exist. So a lower bound linear in ∆ is also a lower bound linear in δ(G). Since m = n 1+γ , then ∆ = m/ √ n 1+φ+γ = n 1+γ−φ 2
. Thus, if t p = O(m), t q = O(∆ 1−Ω(1) ) and t r = O(1) then by Theorem 3 we can solve Integer3SUM in time: Ω(1) ), which contradicts the Integer3SUM conjecture.
Conditional lower bounds in terms of gap length. The proof of Theorem 4 gives lead to another conditional lower bound for the uniformly bounded edge case. We briefly sketch how this would work on an intuitive level (due to lack of space). With a careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3 in [20] we can show that the number of subsets from A (or B) that contain c is Θ(n · t q = n 2+φ−γ . We can pick γ = φ + Ω(1) to obtain the desired conditional lower bound.
DMG via Graph Orientation
DMG with Unbounded Gaps When extending the Induced Subgraph problem to the DMG with unbounded gaps problem, the longer subpatterns introduce new challenges that need to be tackled. It is helpful to still consider the bipartite graph presentation of the DMG instance, where vertices correspond to subpatterns and edges correspond to patterns. We use the algorithms from Section 2 as basic building blocks for our algorithms for DMG by treating a subpattern arriving as the vertex arriving in the appropriate graph. However, we now need to address the difficulties that arise from subpatterns being arbitrarily long strings.
To start off, we need a mechanism for determining when a subpattern arrives. One way of doing this is by using the the Aho-Corasick Automaton [10] , but one can also use the naive automaton to obtain a worst-case constant time per character. However, while in the Induced Subgraph problem each character corresponds to the arrival of at most 1 subpattern, in the DMG with unbounded gaps each character that arrives may correspond to several subpatterns which all arrive at once, since, for example, one subpattern could be a proper suffix of another subpattern 1 . To address this issue the complexities of our algorithms will be in terms of the parameter lspc.Thus, when a new text character arrives it can correspond to at most lspc subpatterns, and hence at most O(lspc) vertices in the bipartite graph. When inputting these vertices into the induced subgraph algorithm we first input all of the copies in R and only then all of the copies in L in order to avoid false 1 The detection of all such subpatterns is delegated to detection mechanism occurrences. This process induces a multiplicative overhead of at most lspc in the query time per text character compared to the time required by the induced subgraph problem.
Finally, since subpatterns are no longer necessarily of length one, we need to take into account the possibility of negative gaps. For example, this may happen if the dictionary contains a pattern in which a suffix of the first subpattern is a prefix of the second subpattern. One option would be to allow such occurrences with negative gaps to be part of the output. However, if this is not desired then we can delay the relevance of a vertex in L for a particular vertex u ∈ R by always adding new elements to the end of reporting lists, and so the elements in the reporting lists are ordered by the time they appeared. Now, when scanning the list in order to report all of the appropriate edges, we can stop as soon as we reach an element that did not appear early enough since all of the elements in the list must be delayed by an amount of time that is proportional to the length of the subpattern corresponding to u. 
DMG via Heavy-Light Decomposition
We describe upper bounds for DMG that use Aho-Corasick automata for online detection of patterns with one gap. The efficiency costs are the length of the gap, the lengths of the subpatterns, the number of repeating subpatterns, and the suffix and prefix chains. We use heavy-light decomposition of the dictionary subpatterns in order to increase efficiency. The multi-set {P i,2 } 1≤i≤d of dictionary second subpatterns is decomposed into two categories defined as follows.
Definition 2. Heavy and Light Subpatterns Decomposition:
Subpattern p = P i,2 is called a heavy subpattern if it appears more than d/lspc times in dictionary D as a second subpattern, i.e., |{i|P i,2 = p}| ≥ d/lspc. Subpattern p = P i,2 is called a light subpattern if it is not heavy, i.e., |{i|P i,2 = p}| < d/lspc. Several Aho-Corasick automata scan the query text: AC 1 detects subpatterns P i,1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ d, AC 2 detects subpatterns P i,2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and for each heavy subpattern p there is an automaton AC p , called a heavy automaton, for first subpatterns {P i,1 | P i,2 = p}. All the heavy automata are traversed simultaneously in order to find occurrences of first subpatterns for which a heavy second subpattern p reported by AC 2 is a second subpattern. In addition, all first subpatterns are simultaneously searched by AC 1 to find occurrences of first subpatterns for which a second light subpattern is reported by AC 2 .
A compact representation of the active window. In order to reduce the factor of lspc in the complexities of our algorithms, we no longer keep occurrences of subpatterns in the active windows. Instead we only maintain labels of accepting states in the data structures maintaining the active windows of the corresponding automaton (AC 1 or AC p 's) in order to enable a single active window update per text character (per automaton). Notice that the number of accepting states may as large as O(|D|) even though the number of dictionary subpatterns is only d. We would like to have at most d accepting state labels which we accomplish by utilizing a relabelling scheme of the accepting state numbers as follows.
The AC graph is scanned (using BFS) while tracing the set of dictionary patterns that each state accepts. Whenever a failure link is encountered, the set of dictionary patterns the states accepts (including failure links) is checked and compared to that of the state for which its failure link goes to. If both of these states accept the same set of dictionary subpatterns then their labels are set to be equal. Otherwise, the current accepting state receives a new label. It is straightforward to see that the number of labels of accepting states in this relabelling scheme is exactly d. Notice that the relabelling is only used for the data structures representing the windows but the automaton remains unchanged.
Dealing with light subpatterns requires an additional technique. When AC 2 reports an occurrence of an accepting state of a second light subpattern p ′ , we need to validate whether there are occurrences of first subpatterns of p ′ within the active window. However, the window now records only AC 1 states labels and several states may accept that subpattern. Validation in time linear in the frequency of light subpatterns p ′ is possible by using Belazzougui's technique [25] : all the first subpatterns are sorted in suffix lexicographical order and accepting states of AC 1 automaton are numbered by this order. That is, two accepting states that have a failure link between them (so one is a proper suffix of the other) are given successive numbers. So the active window of each first subpattern can be represented by the borders of the range of numbers of states accepting it.
Uniform Gap Borders
The uniform borders active window. We maintain all of the labels of accepting states that have occurred within the active window boundaries: winstart = ℓ − β − 1 and winend = ℓ − α − 1 for a text character t ℓ . A heavy subpattern p has a separate automaton of first subpatterns, AC p , so its active window can be set accordingly. However, just like in Section 3, we must consider a delay of at most maxlen time units before first subpatterns should be discarded from the active window. Therefore, we only need to maintain occurrences of second light subpatterns in the last maxlen text characters, where maxlen = max i {|P i,2 | s.t. P i,2 is light}. When t ℓ+maxlen is reached then all occurrences of second subpatterns beginning at location t ℓ will all be in the first location of a circular array next.
A naive way of maintaining the array next is to use maxlen entries, where an index nstart indicates the start position of next. When an AC 2 state accepting a second light subpattern p is reported, its pattern index is added to the list next[nstart + maxlen − |p|]. The next[ℓ] list can be cleared when nstart = ℓ + 1. However, a single accepting state might cause lspc entry updates to the array, which result in a factor of lspc in the time complexity per text character, which we try to avoid. We, therefore, use a refined method, as follows.
The second subpatterns are divided into blocks according to their length, where the j-th block contains subpatterns of length (j − 1) ·
The array next has b entries, and when an AC 2 state accepting a second light subpattern p is reported, the state label is added to the list next[nstart + |next| − j], where |p| belongs to block j. The nstart entry can be cleared only after s time units (or text characters). Therefore, there can be relevant state labels occurrences in both the first and second entries of next. Each such state label may also be irrelevant for the character t ℓ , since it may represent subpatterns with length within the same block that begin after t ℓ , but we have at most s of them. States verification can be done in constant time using the appropriate pre-computed hash tables of states and their accepted subpatterns length information. This enables knowing the at most lspc light second subpatterns that begin with text character t ℓ in time complexity
lspc per text character and maxlen space. This leads to the following Theorem whose proof appears in Appendix A. 
Non-Uniform Gap Borders
Recall that in this case, dictionary patterns are of the form P i,1 {α i , β i } P i,2 . The parameter λ is the number of non identical gap borders pairs, i.e., gap borders pairs do not have the same α i and β i value. A naive way to exploit the heavy-light decomposition, is by splitting the dictionary into λ sub-dictionaries each containing patterns with identical gaps, and using λ parallel executions of the uniform gap borders algorithm from Subsection 4.1 for each subdictionary. The time per text character of this solution is O(λ √ d √ lspc √ maxlen + occ), which is reasonable if λ is small and already better than the upper bound of Section 3 for non-uniform borders, if δ(G) = Ω( √ d · λ). However, λ may be rather large. We, therefore, describe an alternative solution defining α m = min i {α i }, β M = max i {β i }, and using an active window of size β M − α m + 1. As in Subsection 4.1, the algorithm differs between heavy and light subpatterns.
Heavy Subpatterns. We use accepting state masks and a window mask in order to deal with several gaps simultaneously for heavy subpatterns. An accepting state q of the AC p automaton represents several first subpatterns of a second heavy subpattern p having different gap boundaries. We call ranges, where a beginning of a p occurrence result in a pattern appearance, the p ranges of q. It is important to notice that in this case the active window keeps occurrences of p rather than of its first subpatterns occurrences, maintained as a circular bit array win of size β M − α m , where the x-th bit is set in case p occurs at that offset from the location AC p reached.
In the preprocessing step, for every accepting state q a bit array mask q of size β M − α m is constructed, where bit x is set if offset x is included in one of the p ranges of q. Since some of the gaps may overlap, for each q an array gap q of size β M − α m is constructed, where the x-th entry representing the x-th location in mask q contains a list of all i-s where range {α i , β i } implies x is included in the p ranges of q.
When the AC p automaton reaches an accepting state q during the text scan, a bitwise AND between win and mask q is performed. Notice that every set bit in the bitwise AND result implies an occurrence of at least one pattern. For every set bit in the x-th location of the AND result, the x-th entry of gap q array is checked and all pattern indices saved there are reported as occurrences. Lemma 3 in Appendix A gives the complexity for dealing with heavy subpatterns.
Light Subpatterns. In this case, when AC 2 reports occurrence of a light subpattern p the active window may contain labels of states of AC 1 accepting other first subpatterns invalid for p or valid for p but with invalid gap. Validation of both the state label and its location within the active window is done using Mortensen [22] dynamic 4-sided 2-dimensional orthogonal range reporting data structure. This data structure supports maintaining a set S of s points from R 2 with O(s log 7/8+ǫ s)-space, insertion and deletion time of O(log 7/8+ǫ s) and time requirement of O(log s/ log log s + occ) for range reporting queries on S: given an [x 0 , y 0 ] × [x 1 , y 1 ]-range, return the points of S that have (x, y) coordinates in the given range, where occ is the number of such points. We implement the active window as the range reporting data structure where the points are the accepting states labels occurring within the current window of size β M − α m , where each such an accepting state's occurrence is represented by two coordinates in the data structure: the x-axis contains the appearance location in the text and the y-axis contains the relabelled accepting state number. Lemma 4 in Appendix A gives the complexity for dealing with light subpatterns.
Combining Lemmas 4 and 3 (in Appendix A) with the naive solution based on Subsection 4.1 gives Theorem 8. Proof. In the preprocessing step, the AC p automata and their interpreter hash tables are constructed in time linear in the size of the dictionary. The window is implemented using a queue Q W IN , where an entry represents a relabelled accepting state q and its occurrence location within the window's boundaries. When the AC 2 automaton locates the current heavy subpattern p = P i,2 , the window includes only appearances of accepting states representing valid P i,1 's ending α till β characters before the current appearance of p, that should be output. However, since accepting states may represent several subpatterns if one is the suffix of the other, a hash table inter p is used as an interpreter for the actual subpatterns. The table entries are the AC p relabelled accepting states, where entry q for accepting state q, contains a linked list of all i's, such that P i,1 is represented by state q and P i,2 = p.
As the window slides, its boundaries are updated by maybe adding or deleting appearances of accepting states locations from the window. Before winstart is increased we check if the text location saved at the head of the queue equals winstart and dequeue from Q W IN . Similarly, when winend is increased and the new location is an accepting state q occurrence, we enqueue q and its location in the text into Q W IN .
For every heavy subpattern p we perform a linear AC traversal on the text as well as at most O(n) updates of the window. In addition, all required output is reported. By Definition 2, there are at most √ d √ lspc heavy subpatterns, giving the stated time bound for reporting all occurrences of dictionary patterns with heavy subpatterns. Regarding space, though we might build up to O( √ d) automata, the sum of the sizes of the automata remains at most O(|D|), as no pattern P i appears in more than a single automaton. We maintain up to √ d √ lspc windows each saving a queue of maximal window size length. In addition, the interpreter hash tables of accepting states requires O(d) space, as the number of relabelled accepting states is at most d and every distinct P i,1 is represented by a single relabelled accepting state, therefore, the sum of lengths of indices lists in the inter p table is d. Since the AC 2 works additional α text locations ahead of the window, we also need to store these characters before they are processed by the AC p automaton. Proof. In the preprocessing step the AC 1 , AC 2 automata in time linear in the size of the dictionary. Also, an interpretation table is constructed for the light subpatterns as a hash table inter, where an entry representing the light p ′ contains a list of ranges denoting the corresponding P i,1 .
The window is implemented as a hash table T 1 , where each entry represents a relabelled accepting state and contains a list of appearance locations of that state within the window. A queue Q W IN is built upon the appearance locations saved in the hash table lists, enabling efficient updates when the window slides. The validation of p ′ is done by going over all relevant accepting states entries of T 1 , where a relevant accepting state is one that represents a P i,1 corresponding to p ′ . If a non empty list from these T 1 entries exists, occurrences of the corresponding subpatterns are output. In addition, a linked list L upon the T 1 table is constructed connecting merely nonempty entries, thus connecting numbers of accepting states that were found within the current window. An empty entry, not participating the L list has a link to its closest higher numbered accepting state, included in L.
The algorithm proceeds iteratively with both automata AC 1 , AC 2 and updates the window and the next array accordingly. At every text location, at most lspc occurrences of light p ′ = P i,2 may be found, indicated by next[nstart] and next[start + 1], requiring validation since not every P i,1 occurrence is relevant for every light p ′ . When an appearance of some p ′ is found the algorithm goes over the ranges [x, x + y] saved in its inter entry and all locations of accepting states with numbers within this range are reported. Notice that double reporting is avoided even when a subpattern is represented by two or more accepting states since as only a single accepting state which is an end of the AC 1 automaton can be found at every text location. Updating the window as it slides is done using the window's queue similarly as for the heavy subpatterns with the required modifications due to the difference between the structures of the windows.
The algorithm performs two linear time AC traversals over the text. At every text location there is at most a single insertion to the window since only accepting states ending a path in the automaton are saved, and constant time updates to the nonempty accepting states list L. Yet, there may be up to √ d √ lspc √ maxlen insertions to the next array with a constant cost each and O( √ maxlen √ d √ lspc ) verifications of subpatterns in the first and second entries of next array to find the at most lspc subpatterns that begin in a text location. In addition, at every text location there are up to lspc window's queries, where each costs as the number of occurrences of the current light pattern in the dictionary in addition to the outputted occurrences. By Definition 2, every window's query costs at most O( √ d/ √ lspc) in case the corresponding accepting states do not occur in the window. All in all, we have the stated time bound.
Regarding space, both automata require up to O(|D|) space. T 1 hash table is of size at most d containing in total β − α size data. The inter hash table is also of size at most d, where each entry contains number of relabelled accepting states as the number of frequency in the dictionary of the subpattern represented by this entry. Though there may be up to √ d/ √ lspc appearances of the light subpattern in the dictionary, the total number of appearances of all light subpatterns is bounded by the number of patterns in the dictionary d. The next array requires at most O(maxlen) space. Since the AC 2 works additional α text locations ahead of the window, we also need to store these characters before they are processed by the AC 1 automaton.
